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First-principles calculations for carbyne under strain predict that the Peierls transition from
symmetric cumulene to broken-symmetry polyyne structure is enhanced as the material is stretched.
Interpretation within a simple and instructive analytical model suggests that this behavior is valid
for arbitrary 1D metals. Further, numerical calculations of the anharmonic quantum vibrational
structure of carbyne show that zero-point atomic vibrations alone eliminate the Peierls distortion in
a mechanically free chain, preserving the cumulene symmetry. The emergence and increase of Peierls
dimerization under tension then implies a qualitative transition between the two forms, which our
computations place around 3% strain. Thus, zero-point vibrations and mechanical strain jointly
produce a change in symmetry resulting in the transition from metallic to insulating state. In any
practical realization, it is important that the effect is also chemically modulated by the choice of
terminating groups. Our findings are promising for applications such as electromechanical switching
and band gap tuning via strain, and besides carbyne itself, they directly extend to numerous other
systems that show Peierls distortion.
Carbyne—the linear allotrope of carbon—is perhaps
one of the most unusual materials due to its ultimate
one-atom thinness. Although carbyne is elusively hard to
prepare and has been perceived as an exotic or even com-
pletely fictitious material, the development of methods to
synthesize carbon chains proceeds at a steady rate, with
input from both experiments and theory.1–7 Among the
most notable recent achievements, chains with length of
up to 44 atoms8 and such complex molecular machines as
carbyne-based rotaxanes9,10 have been synthesized. This
progress is driven by carbyne’s attractive physical proper-
ties such as unusual electrical transport11,12 and intrigu-
ing mechanics,13 or its large specific area.14 Accordingly,
a better theoretical understanding of this material is be-
coming more and more relevant.13
It has long ago been established by the quantum
chemistry community15 that carbyne undergoes the
Peierls transition16–19 that converts it from the cumu-
lene (=C=C=)n to the polyyne (–C≡C–)n form. Later it
has been suggested that the zero-point vibrations (ZPV)
may substantially affect the Peierls instability20 and even
completely eliminate the distortion in carbyne.21 As the
symmetric and broken-symmetry forms have very dis-
tinct electronic properties (metallic and insulating, re-
spectively), this issue becomes crucial from both the fun-
damental physicochemical perspective and for applica-
tions in 1D conducting systems.
A whole new dimension is added to the situation by the
unusual effects of stretching on carbyne that we have re-
cently found through first-principles calculations13 (also
observed experimentally after the present study had been
completed.22) Specifically, stretching increases the bond
length alternation (BLA, defined as the difference be-
tween the long and short bonds) and the band gap.
Although the effect of strain on the band gap is well-
known in semiconductors, the present case is very ab-
normal—see discussion in Supplementary Information
(SI)—both in the sign of the dependence and the greater
amplitude (∂Eg/∂ = 12.3–29.7 eV, see Fig. 1), indicat-
ing a different nature of the effect.
Thus, we start with an exploration of the effect of
strain on the Peierls transition. We use a simple ana-
lytical model to explain why tension amplifies the Peierls
effect. Then we investigate through first-principles Born–
Oppenheimer potential energy surface calculations how
the atomic vibrations manifest themselves in equilibrium
and under strain. We confirm that the ZPV level lies
well above the Peierls transition energy, and the insta-
bility is eliminated. As this energy is increased by ten-
sion, we arrive at the prediction of a strain threshold
whereupon carbyne switches from the ZPV– to Peierls
instability–dominated regime, accompanied by a sharp
change in the electrical conductivity. Our first-principles
numerical analysis validates this prediction, placing this
transition around 3% strain. Besides carbyne, our find-
ings naturally suggest that this novel physical effect must
also be observable in other one-dimensional systems ex-
hibiting Peierls behavior, such as conducting polymers,
charge-density-wave materials, or carbon nanotubes.23
Our first-principles data on the amplification of the
Peierls instability under tension are presented in Fig. 1.
The Peierls distortion is extremely sensitive to the elec-
tronic exchange interaction and, in particular, is poorly
described by regular density functional theory,24 there-
fore we used the HSE06 hybrid functional that includes
exact exchange.25,26 All calculations were also repeated
with the PBE generalized-gradient functional,27,28 show-
ing complete qualitative agreement (see SI). Circles and
squares represent the BLA (left axis) and the band
gap Eg (right axis). The Peierls transition energy
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FIG. 1: Bond length alternation (BLA), band gap
(Eg), and Peierls barrier (EP, inset) as a function
of strain. Points, DFT calculation results. Lines, fitting
based on the analytical model. The fitting is performed in
the [–5%, 5%] strain range assuming that the lattice stiffness
decreases linearly with strain, and is done independently for
BLA and Eg . The EP line in the inset is computed based on
the BLA fit.
EP—energy difference between polyyne and cumulene
structures—is shown in the inset. The striking increase
of all quantities observed so pronouncedly in Fig. 1 calls
for an explanation.
One can understand the behavior of Peierls transition
under strain using a simple and general model as fol-
lows. The lowering of electronic energy in the Peierls
effect is Ee ∝ a |Vk|2 log |Vk| /k, where k is the Bril-
louin zone edge (k = pi/a) and Vk is the correspond-
ing Fourier component of the lattice potential.29 To de-
termine Ee (a), some definite form of the Vk (a) depen-
dence is needed. We use a simple Kronig–Penney type
model with two delta-function atoms per period 2a with
coordinates x1 = 0 and x2 = (a− b) /2, where b is
the BLA (we assume b > 0). The potential in the
unit cell is V (x) = −δ (x− x1) − δ (x− x2), and then
|Vk| = 2 |sinh (pib/2a)| = pi |b| /a + O
(
|b|3 /a3
)
. The
electronic contribution is counteracted by the lattice de-
formation energy, El = 1/2Cb2 + O
(
b4
)
. The value
of b must minimize the total energy, ∂ (Ee + El) /∂b =
−pib − pib log (pi ba) + Cb = 0, and we have the answer
as b = api exp
(− 12 − C2pi ). The derivative db/da is posi-
tive when 2pi − adCda > 0, which shows that the Peierls
dimerization is increased by tension unless the restoring
force constant increases with strain (at least as fast as
C = C0 + 2pi log a—and usually the trend is opposite).
To demonstrate the excellent agreement of our very
simple model with the DFT calculations, we have fitted it
to our DFT data (Fig. 1). The fitting was done assuming
simple linearly decreasing stiffness, C ≈ C0+D (a0 − a),
and used only the data points in the [–5%, 5%] strain
interval. The fitting was performed independently for
the BLA and Eg, and the former fit was used to compute
the line for EP .
Up until now, we have confined ourselves to the static
picture of classical carbon atoms. Within this picture,
only the polyyne form of carbyne is stable, and stretch-
ing it produces merely quantitative changes in the band
gap—a phenomenon known in solid state physics, even
though its origin here is unusual. However, as we demon-
strate below, the quantized nuclear motion changes the
picture dramatically. If ZPV can overpower the Peierls
instability in freely-suspended unloaded chain and restore
the symmetric metallic structure, then one is led to ex-
pect that at some critical strain, the stronger Peierls in-
stability may reverse this phenomenon—causing a quali-
tative change in properties. Our calculations indeed con-
firm this.
For the vibrational analysis we computed the Born–
Oppenheimer potential energy surface (PES) profiles
along the BLA coordinate, Ea (b), as the lattice constant
a was increased from its equilibrium value. Because of
the extreme anharmonicity of the ω-shaped PES profiles,
we had to turn to numerical calculations of the vibra-
tional levels at each strain value. We utilized the Fourier
grid Hamiltonian method30,31 which had been previously
used to study the ZPV effect on Peierls transition in
unstrained polyacetylene.32 Following Refs.21,32 we as-
sume that the longitudinal vibrations can be decoupled
from the two transverse phonons and treated in isolation,
which is justified by the non-negligible bending stiffness
of carbyne.33–35 (Indeed, the inclusion of transverse vi-
brations and dispersion does not change our conclusions,
as detailed in the SI.) We used a uniform grid of 250
points in −0.4 Å ≤ b ≤ 0.4 Å, using interpolation of
DFT-computed values of energy, and 6.005 a.m.u.—the
reduced mass of two C atoms—for the oscillator mass.
The results are presented in Fig. 2, which is the central
figure of this paper. The black curves show the ω-shaped
PES as computed using the HSE06 functional, blue hor-
izontal lines denote the computed vibrational levels with
filling below the zero level, and the red-to-blue curves
plot the ZPV wavefunction. The right panels show re-
constructed real-space densities of nuclei at the respec-
tive strain values. The profile along the horizontal axis is
the squared vibrational wavefunctions with an arbitrary
transverse broadening. Colors represent which values of
BLA (positive or negative in the left-hand side plots)
correspond to the position.
Clearly, the mechanically relaxed system has a sin-
gle wavefunction maximum with a width exceeding the
BLA,20 corresponding to the cumulene structure of car-
byne with lattice parameter a/2. Thus, ZPV stabilize the
cumulene form even though it is a maximum on the PES.
In accordance with the above discussion, the central PES
maximum (EP ) rises with strain, and at 3%, the wave-
function develops a slight dip in the center, resulting in a
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FIG. 2: Zero-point vibrations under strain. (left) Evo-
lution of the vibrational structure of carbyne with strain. The
ω-shaped lines show the potential energy as a function of
BLA. Horizontal lines show the vibrational levels, the shaded
region is below the ZPV level. (right) Real-space atomic
density distributions based on ZPV wavefunctions (three one-
atom unit cells shown, color indicates which part of the BLA
wavefunction the density comes from).
picture of ‘elongated’ atoms. At 7% strain, the ground-
state wavefunction is clearly separated in two blobs, and
the first excited level approaches the ground state, in-
dicative of the transition to the double-well potential–like
regime. Under further stretching (10%), the first excited
level is well below room-temperature kBT of the ground
state, as in two independent potential wells. The second
level dives below the Peierls barrier, and the third begins
to approach it (at 15% strain these two also become de-
generate; data not shown). The joint evolution of Peierls
barrier and vibrational levels under stretching is further
illustrated in the SI (Fig. S2).
The above-described sequence of events has a profound
consequence. As the strain is increased, carbyne tran-
sitions from the conducting electronic behavior of cu-
mulene to the nonconductive polyyne structure with its
sizable band gap (see Fig. 1). One can go a step fur-
ther and compute a strain–temperature “phase diagram”
for carbyne. First, the temperature-dependent nuclear
densities nT (b) are computed using Bose statistics from
squared wavefunctions. A rising temperature and strain-
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FIG. 3: Strain–temperature “phase diagram” of the
polyyne–cumulene transition. The order parameter R
(see the text) measures the shape of the nuclear density dis-
tribution, with one maximum (cumulene) at R = 1 and two
(polyyne) at R < 1.
induced depression of vibrational levels start to popu-
late the first excited states which have small amplitude
near b = 0, and nT (b) becomes wider until its cen-
tral maximum splits in two. To determine the polyynic
or cumulenic character, for the role of order parameter
we used a measure of the distribution shape: the ratio
R = nT (0) /maxb (nT (b)), which is 1 always when there
is a single central minimum (pure cumulene) and less
than 1 when the symmetry is broken. Fig. 3 shows a
contour map of R. The region to the left of the R = 1
contour corresponds to pure cumulene. At low temper-
atures, the threshold strain is 3% and it decreases with
temperature starting from about 200 K, until at 900 K,
the cumulene form becomes unstable (unless compressed,
which is hard to picture with carbyne but may be feasible
for other systems such as carbon nanotubes). Note that
in the canonical Peierls effect, high temperatures tend to
restore symmetry. That is an electronic excitation effect,
and it should be negligible given polyyne’s wide band
gap. (Further, this effect could only result in a shift of
the transition to larger strains.) Thus, once again we
see that the inclusion of nuclear degrees of freedom in
the picture has led to unexpected qualitative changes of
behavior.
Besides the strain and temperature, the composition of
carbyne provides offers another degree of freedom. With
13C instead of 12C, all levels would experience a slight
red-shift, moving the cumulene stability boundary closer
to the origin. Formally, lighter C isotopes (had such ex-
isted) or lighter elements (assuming constant bond stiff-
ness) would have moved the boundary up and to the
right.
So far our calculations treated carbyne as an infinite
chain. The PES of infinite carbyne contains pairs of min-
ima and is invariant under translation by one-half the
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FIG. 4: Effect of endgroups on carbyne BLA. Termina-
tion of the chain with sp3 groups (methyl –CH3 and phenyl
–C6H5) increases the BLA, whereas the sp2 methylene group
(=CH2) decreases it, as compared to an unterminated infi-
nite chain (black dashed line). The data for 12- and 100-
atom chains show a weak decrease of BLA with chain length
away from the ends with methylene termination.
unit cell of polyyne, which corresponds to the exchange
of triple and single bonds. However, the ends of the car-
byne chain, inevitable in any real experiment, will impose
some boundary conditions that can break this degener-
acy. (Note that our predictions should still apply directly
to carbyne rings.) As a simple example, the two finite
structures described by structural formulae
H− C (≡ C− C ≡)n C−H
and
H ≡ C (−C ≡ C−)n C ≡ H
are very nondegenerate, because H cannot even form sta-
ble triple bonds with C. On the other hand, the use of
groups that interface with the chain through a double
bond, such as methylene =CH2, could favor the cumu-
lene structure and stabilize the symmetry. The effect of
end-groups will clearly have a different strength for dif-
ferent moieties, and a comprehensive investigation is an
extensive task (further aggravated by the complexity of
collective atomic motions in such many-atom systems)
that is beyond the scope of the present study. However,
simply looking at how the BLA depends on the end-group
type in finite carbyne fragments already provides a useful
glance into the issue.
The results of our finite-chain calculations with dif-
ferent terminating groups are presented in Fig. 4. The
strip from 1.27 to 1.30 Å denotes the bond lengths in the
ideal infinite polyyne chain (ignoring the ZPV). The bond
lengths in the sp3-terminated systems (–CH3, –C6H5)
fall outside this strip, showing the enhanced polyyne-like
character of the systems. On the other hand, sp2-type
=CH2 termination reduces the BLA effectively to zero
(< 0.01 Å for a 12-atom chain and < 0.005 Å in the
middle of a 100-atom chain), suggesting that this type
of passivation may even be used to shift the transition
boundary towards higher strains/temperatures. (Indeed,
sp2-type groups are preferable from the electronics ap-
plications standpoint, providing metallic ’leads’ at the
ends of the chain.) We see that in experimental realiza-
tions, the switching effect may be destroyed by improper
chemical termination of carbyne chains, and thus, precise
control over both the tension and chemistry is essential.
In conclusion, we have explored how the Peierls insta-
bility of linear carbon chains is enhanced by stretching
using first-principles calculations, and explained it with a
simple analytical model. At zero strain, the Peierls insta-
bility in carbyne is too weak compared to quantum zero-
point vibrations, and the stable structure corresponds to
the metallic cumulene rather than insulating polyyne—
despite the lower potential energy of the latter structure.
However, the enhancement of Peierls instability results in
the reversal of this effect, and carbyne starts to demon-
strate the polyyne-like character of the nuclear wavefunc-
tion, switching from the conducting to insulating behav-
ior around 3% strain. This effect naturally applies to
other one-dimensional Peierls systems. Our findings are
both important as an interesting new fundamental phys-
ical effect and highly practically relevant for the science
of conducting polymers, charge- and spin-density-wave
materials, and electromechanical applications. Although
carbyne remains an exotic, its unique properties will con-
tinue to fuel the effort to achieve its synthesis in practi-
cally useful quantities.
The computations were performed using the VASP
code36 with projector-augmented wave basis sets,37,38 us-
ing the Data Analysis and Visualization Cyberinfrastruc-
ture funded by NSF under Grant OCI-0959097.
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